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The Marriage of DiFX and Mark4 



Mark4 

  in use since 1999 
  begat by Mk3A, which was begat by Mk3, which was begat 

by Mk1, which was begat by VLBI1 – which was a software 
correlator!  (on Goddard’s IBM 360/91 it took more than 
real time to correlate 1 baseline at 360 Kbps) 

  the Mark4 consists of 
  correlator hardware for 16 stations (in principle) at 1 Gbps 
  software to control the realtime system 
  experiment preparation and correlation oversight software 
 HOPS post-processing package 



difx2mark4 
  pathway from difx output into the Mk4 post-processing suite 

(fourfit, aedit, frngex, average, etc.) 
  runs in a couple of seconds, converting difx output 

(Swinburne) files to a Mk4 fileset 
  converts visibilities and phase cal data 
  visibilities are kept in the spectral domain in a new record 

format, and not converted to lag data for fourfit input 



difx2mark4 execution 
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VLBI2010 pcal processing 

  Unusual characteristics 
  net LSB 
  tone spacing of 5 MHz 
  differing offsets of (0.4, 1.4, 2.4, 3.4, 4.4) MHz 

  … flushed out 3 bugs -- found and fixed * 



fourfit pcal processing 
  traditionally: phase of single tone used to correct whole channel 
  drawbacks 

  useful power/information in ignored tones 
  unable to estimate a singleband delay 
  since tones are at different video frequencies, delays cause phase 

offsets at midband, yielding a sawtooth phase pattern 
  new “multitone” mode incorporated 

  uses all tones in band by default 
  individual tones can be masked off 
  FFT of tones yields delay function, whose peak is detected, and used 

to form coherent weighted sum at midband, the phase of which is 
used to correct the cross-correlation phase 



multitone mode example 

phases adjusted by first tone within band (3.4, 2.4, 1.4, 0.4, 4.4, 3.4, 2.4, 1.4 MHz)  

phases adjusted using multitone mode (Westford-GGAO baseline) 



Amplitude comparisons 
DiFX vs. Mark4 
  (rough) comparisons done with Tsys = 1 in *.input, unity 

scaling in difx2mark4 and fourfit 

expt ag rate 
(Gb/s) 

s rate 
(MS/s) 

bits/
sample 

lags/sp 
chans 

Mk4 
amp 

DiFX 
amp 

amp 
ratio 

UVLBI 1.92 64 2 32 2.71 2.25 0.83 

VLBI2010 
LL 

4.096 64 2 32 7.24 6.19 0.85 

RR “ “ “ “ 6.31 5.65 0.90 

geo NV:X 0.160 16 1 32 16.95 15.77 0.93 

geo NV:S 0.096 “ “ “ 8.47 7.95 0.94 



Amplitude comparison notes 

  spectral oddities at lower end of LSB 
  pcal amplitudes also need reconciliation 


